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To all whom it may concern: 

Be it known that I, SAMUEL N. MCCLEAN, a citizen 
of the United States, residing at Cleveland, in the 
county of Ciiyahoga, Ohio, have invented a new and use 
ful Improvement in One-Founder Machine-Guns,which 
invention is fully set forth in the following speci?cation. 
My invention relates to breech loading guns and 

more particularly to that class of machine guns in which 
a portion of the energy of discharge is employed as the 
motive power for operating the gun. 
In guns as heretofore constructed, a part of the recoil 

has been due to the reaction of the gases of discharge 
between the gun and the projectile; that is to say, the 
effort of the powder gases to throw the projectile in one 
direction resulted in a movement of the gun in the 
other direction. A further part of the recoil has been 
due‘ to the ‘reaction of the gases between the gun and 
the air, upon which the gases impinge with great vio 
lence as they issue from the muzzle of the gun after the 
escape ‘of the projectile. The violence and instanta-' 
neous action, as well as the enormous velocity of the 
gases, results. in such reaction of the gases between the 
gun and the air as to materially augment the gun’s _re— 
coil. Moreover, in guns wherein the gases of discharge 
are employed to operate the gun, it is essential to so 
graduate and control the pressure with which the gases 
act'on the operating parts, as to avoid breaking or dam 
aging the parts. 
One of the objects of the present invention is to 

lessen or entirely eliminate the recoil movement of the 
gun; and a further object is to provide means for so con 
trolling and applying the gases of discharge as to render 
their use in operating the gun free from liability to j 
break or otherwise injure the weapon. 
Furthermore, it is an object of the invention to pro— 

duce a gas operated machine gun characterized by 
simplicity and strength of construction. and case of 
manufacture, assemblage and operation of parts. 
'lllith these objects in view, the invention consists in 

a gun provided with a gas motor for utilizing the gases 
of discharge as a motive ?uid in such manner as to op 
pose and prevent the recoil movement of the gun. 
This motor is so formed and arranged that as the gases 
of discharge flow into and through it they impinge or 
act upon certain areas of resistance and then escape to 
the atmosphere. The effect of this construction and 
operation is two~fold. First: The gases, as they act 
upon the areas of resistance, exert a direct forward pull 
upon the gun in opposition to the recoil, thereby tend~ 
ing to nullify that part of the recoil due to the reaction 
of the gases between the gun and the projectile; and 
Second: reason of the escape to the atmosphere of 
that portion of the gases which act upon said areas of 
resistance. the tension of the gases remaining in the 
gun barrel may be so greatly reduced as to produce 

little or no recoil due tothe reaction of the gases be 
tween the gun and the air after the projectile has left 
the muzzle. V V 

Furthermore, the invention consists in a non-recoil 
ing machinepgun, automatically opcrat ed by the en- 60 
ergy of discharge, not only to open and close the breech 
and eject the empty shell, but to feed the loaded car 
tridges into the receiver. ‘ 

More speci?cally stated, it consists in a nonsrecoiling 
machine gun provided with a motor piston actuated by 6 5 
the energy of the gases of discharge, which motor pis 
ton is in operative engagement with a. reciprocating 
and rotating breech block to open and close the breech, 
and with a positive cartridge feed which directly on 
gages the cartridges and feeds them singly from a maga- 7O 
zine into the receiver, whence they are inserted into 
the barrel by the reciprocation of the breech bloclg. 
One of the incidental, but extremely important fea 

tures of the invention, which contributes materially 
to the strength and durability of the weapon, as well as 7 5 
greatly facilitating its manufacture, consists in a gun 
frame for receiving and supporting the operative parts 
of the gun, 'which‘fram‘e is provided with few breaks or 
openings in its contour, whereby its strength is en— 
hanced, and whose general shape and construction is 80 
such that the machining operations involved in its 
manufacture are simple and easy to effect. 
The inventive idea involved is capable of expression 

in various mechanical forms, any one of which would 
fall withi n the scope of the invention. 
The accompanying drawings, forming part of this 

speci?cation, show one form which the invention-may 
assume, but it is to be understood that said drawings 
are illustrative only. _ ' 

Figure 1 is a vertical longitudinal section of the 90 
breech end of the gun with parts shown in elevation; 
Fig. 2 is a detail sectional view on the line 2—-2, Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a view; showing, in side and end elevation, 
the device for controlling the ?ring operation of the 
arm; Fig. 4 is a plan view of the scar and trigger: Fig. 95 
5 is an end elevation of the gun; Fig. 6 is a broken side 
elevation showing the magazine; Fig. 7 is a ‘detail of 
the cartridge feed mechanism; Fig. 8 is a sectional plan 

85 

. on the line 8~8, Fig. 5; Fig. 9 is a sectional detail of 
the housing for the operating handle for cocking the 100 
arm by hand; Fig. 10 is a rear end elevation of Fig. 9; 
Fig. 11 is a broken side elevation, partly in section, of 
the muzzle end of the barrel and the motor cylinder 
and piston for operating the gun; Fig. 12 is a like view 
of a modi?ed form of the muzzle end of the barrel; 105 
and Fig. 13 is a rear end elevation of the cap for closing 
the front end of the motor cylinder. 
Referring to the drawings, 1 is the frame of the gun 

supported in any suitable way (not shown), and con 
sists of a sleeve of somewhat irregular contour in cross- 11’ 
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‘ section. 

'the ejection of the ?red shell, and a 

The receiver 2, which forms a rearward ex 
tension of the gun barrel 3, is inserted into and passes 
rearward through the sleeve of the frame until an inte 
rior ‘shoulder 21D on the frame comes into contact with 
an exterior shoulder 2“, (Fig. 8), on the receiver, there 
by ‘determining the relative longitudinalposition of 
these parts. The receiver is then turned until .it 
reaches a proper axial position incthe frame, when a 
key 4 is inserted in a key-way 5 to retain the parts in 
proper axial relation. The extreme rear end of the 
receiver is provided with a screw thread on which a cap 
6 is screwed, this cap having a depending arm or part 
7 which bears ?rmly on the rear end of the frame ‘1, 
when the cap is screwed tightly home, thereby ‘bring 
ing the_ exterior shoulder 2“ on the receiver ?rmly 
against the interior shoulder 2b of the sleeve of‘the gun 
frame. _ - . 

The rear end of the inclosing tube 8, (Fig. 11); for 
the drive rod 9 is secured to the gun frame at 10, in any 
suitable manner, as by the screw threads shown, and 
the pistol grip 11 is secured to the under side of the 
frame, while the trigger 12 and sear 13.are hung in a. 
recess 14 formed in the under side of the frame, the sear 
projecting upward through a sear opening 15', under 
the in?uence of sear spring 16. An opening 17 is 
formed in the upper left hand side of the receiver for 

{corresponding 
cartridge feed opening 18, (Fig. 8), is formed on the 
right hand side of the receiver, substantially opposite 
the axis thereof, the frame 1 being cut away opposite( 
each of these openings to permit the free and unob 
structed passage of the cartridges. ‘ 
_ The breech block 19 is of the interrupted screw 
variety, which is reciprocated and rotated in the re 
ceiver by means of an arm or lug 20 on thr; drive rod 
9, which arm projects through “a cam slot 21 in the 
breech block and cjarries the ?ring pin 22~ on its .front 
face, while its rear face has a guide arm 23, which, 
when the lug 20 is in the rear part of cam slot 21, 
passes centrally through a housing 24"for a buffer 
spring 25, in the rear end of the breech block, which 
spring receives the impact of the driving rod as'it is 
driven rearward by the gases of discharge to open the 
breech. The breech blopk is very compactpand has 
screw-threads extending throughout its entire length, 
thereby providing 'a very strong locking engagement 
with the receiver and enabling the weight of the block 

. 'to be'reduced to a minimum. 
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‘2 mally held by its spring 
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The breech block has a slot or recess 26, constituting 
an extractor seat, fornfed in its upper forward end, the 
extractor 27 being substantially in the form of a bell 
crank having the extractor hook on one arm, while the 
other arm is inserted into the extractor seat and held 
from displacement by means of a transverse pin 28 en 
gaging the block and extractor, which latter does not 
quite ?ll the extractor seat, but is free to have a slight 
rocking movement around the pin 28, and being nor 

29 in position to engage the 
flange of the cartridge. Thewhole construction is such 
that a pull on the cartridge serves-to cause the ex 

. tractor hook to tighten its hold thereon. 

.65, 

Located in the rear of the receiver is a buffer spring 
30 which receives the impact of .the block at the ter 
minal-part of its rearward-movement. ' 
The-drive rod 9 is provided with two sear notches '31 

858,745 

and 32 in different horizontal planes, the forward notch 
32 being in the higher plane, so that the sear may rise ' 
high enough to engage notch 31 without engaging notch 
32 as the drive rod is driven forward by the usual drive.’ 
rod spring 33, Fig. 11. Whether notch 31 or 32 is en 
gaged, the shock to the sear is relieved by a spring bear 
ing for its pivot pin 34. As here shown, this spring 
bearing is in the, form of a piston 35 bearing against a 

The trigger turns on and has longitudinal movement on 
a pivot 37, and to the rear ‘of this pivot it is provided 
with two lugs 38 and 39 arranged in different vertical 
Jplanes,'(Fig. 4). Referring to Figs. 1, 2 and 3, 40 is a 
stop device, here shown in the form of an irregular disk 
rigidly secured to a bearing pin 41 hung to turn in the 
gun frame and operated by a handle ‘42 projecting out 
side of the gun frame. Disk '40 has three arc-like sur 
faces 43, 44'and 45,- all in 'the same vertical plane, but at 
Idifferent vdistances from the center, and a fourth are 
like surface, which is the same distance from the center 
as surface 45, but is in a different vertical plane. = As 
éshown in dotted lines, Fig. 1, this disk" is mounted to 
{turn in the frame immediately to the rear of lugs 38 and 
‘139 on the trigger, with surfaces 43, 44 and 45 in the plane 
of lug 38, and surface 4/6 in the plane of lug 39. When 
the surface 43 is adjusted opposite lug 38 and the trigger 

font of notch. 31, the cam surface v _ 
Ting the pin48 ‘onlthe frame and. forcing it rearward, 
lthereby causing the trigger nose td s’lip entirely off of 

‘explode the cartridge. Upon 
of the rod 9, the sear, which has been set free from the 
trigger, rises and engages the notch 32 on therod, there 
by retaining the parts in theiripositionsiwith the breech 

into the receiver in any‘ suitable way, as by hand, the, 
trigger is again pulled, disengaging the sear from notch 

' 32, the trigger nose" slipping off the sear entirely. This 
permits the sear to rise and. engage notch 31 on the drive 
rod and stop said rod before the ?ring pin strikes the 
cartridge, and the trigger being released and, given a 
second pulf, ?res the gun and repeats the operation. 
The position of the ?ring disk just described I call 
“ single load” position. - 
When the disk is turned with surface 44 opposite lug 

38, the trigger‘can be pulled so as to depress the sear out 
of notch 31 and cause the trigger nose to slip slightly 
rearward off of sear shoulder 49,'but not far enough rear; 
‘ward to miss sear shoulder 50, as 
abut‘ before this occurs. The result of this is that the 
trigger holds the 'sear below the plane of notch 32, but 
not below notch 31, d when the gun is ?red the drive 

rod 9 moves rearwar 
empty ‘shell, a new cartridge is fed into the receiver 
from the magazine, as hereinafter described, and the 
‘drive rod immediately moves forward to close the 
breech, but not to‘explode the cartridge, ‘since the sear 

,This I call the “ semi-automatic ” position. 
‘ In order to secure the full 
‘the gun, the disk is turned with the surface 45 opposite 
the lug 38, so that when the trigger is pulled it'cannot 

block open. A single cartridge being now inserted. 

ing 38 and surface 44 . 

engages notch 31. A second pull repeats the operation. 

“automatic” operation of v 

very stiff spring 36 con?ned in a cavity in‘the frame. ' 
75 

.80 

? pulled with the sear in notch 31,:it will ‘depress the sear 7', 
47 on the trigger engagi 

95 . J 

the sear after the latter has been depressed out of notch f 
r. 31.. ._ The driving rod 9 thereupon moves‘ forward under - , 

the in?uence of its spring and causes the ?rinlggpin‘? t0. ‘4 
the rearward ovement ' 
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sup orf >1 :he scar. and the latter 1B therelore {161d de- - 

pressed out of both notches 31 and 32 so that the rod 9 
continues to reciprocate and automatically ?re the gun 
as long as the supply of cartridges is maintained. 
When the surface 46 is turned opposite lug 39, it ex 

actlyabuts against it and locks the trigger so it cannot 
be phlled. ' 

A suitable dial or indicator is arranged on the side of 
the gun, with means (as a tooth and notches) for holding 
the'handle in the proper positions. 

Referring now to the means for automatically feeding 
the cartridges into the receiver, 52, (Figs. 5 and 6), is a 
'vertical guide-way or chamber, here shown as com 
posed of the two vertical channels which guide the 
base and nose, respectively, of the cartridge. This 
magazine chamber is mounted on one side of the re 
ceiver and is open at the top and bottom. Immedi 
ately beneath this chamber is a shelf, preferably in the 
.form of a lever 53, pivoted at 54 to a part of the frame. 
This lever is supported, with its upper surface sloping 
slightly away from the receiver, by a pin 55 engaging 
in a cam groove 56 in the side of the lever, which pin 
_is carried by one arm 57 of a bell-crank lever keyed to a 
shaft 58, the other arm‘ 59 of said bell-crank extending 
into the path of a cam groove 60, (Fig. 1), in the side of 
driving rod 9. A pair of arms or levers 61 and 62 are 
also keyed to shaft 58 on opposite sides of the cartridge 
supporting lever 53 and operate as pushers to move a car 
tridge off of shelf-like lever 53 into the receiver when 
shaft 58 is rocked. The bottom cartridge in the maga 
zine rests upon the shelf-like lever 53, as heretofore 
stated, but preferably the column of cartridges in the 
magazine do not rest upon this bottom cartridge. In 
stead of this I prefer to provide means for engaging 
the cartridge next to the bottom. One form of such 
means is shown in Fig. 5, in which 63 is a vertically 
movable plunger normally held depressed by a spring 
64, said‘ plunger having a shoulder 65 normally project 
ing far enough into the magazine so as to leave a dis 
tance less than the diameter of the cartridge between 
said shoulder and the opposite wall of the magazine, 
so that as the column of cartridges descends, the one 
next to the bottom cartridge on the lever 53 is caught 
between the shoulder 65 and the wall of the magazine 
and held until the shoulder is withdrawn. This is ac 
complished through a cam-like resilient ?nger 66, 
which projects into the feed opening 18, and as a car 
tridge‘is moved into the receiver by the pushers 61,62, 
said cartridge strikes the ?nger 66, causing it to slightly 
yield to the left and also move upward._ This has a 
checking effect to prevent the throw of the cartridge 
too violently into the receiver, and also serves to free 
the'column of cartridges in the magazine which de 
scends until the bottom one rests upon the tops of le 
vers 61, 62. As these levers return to their normal posi 
tion, the bottom cartridge falls upon lever-shelf 53 and 
the cartridge next above it is caught by shoulder 65. 
It will thus be seen that shaft 58 is rocked by the cam 
in slide 9 engaging arm 59, thereby depressing lever 53 
until it tips or slopes toward the receiver, and pusher 
arms 61, 62 thrust the cartridge into the receiver and 
free the next succeeding cartridge in the magazine, 
when the forward movement of slide 9 withdraws the 
pushers 61, 62 and permits the bottom cartridge to 
drop on shelf-like lever 53 ready to repeat the operation. 

Tor the purpose or manipulating the slide 9 by hand 
and cocking the gun for the ?rst shot, I provide a han 
dle 67, (Fig. 5), connected to a sliding rod 68, having a 
lug 69 projecting in front of a shoulder 70 on the slide 
9. This sliding rod 68 moves longitudinally in a chan 
nel.71, (Figs. 9 and 10), which has a slot 72 on one side, 
in which the arm of handle 67 reciprocates, and a slot 
73 through which the lug 69 projects to engage shoulder 
70, and in which slot it reciprocates. 
In Figs. 11, 12 and 13, I have.illustrated the means 

i for utilizing the motive power of the gases of discharge 
to counteract the recoil, as well as the means for operat 
ing the gun. In said Figs. 11 and 12, the gun barrel 3 
is provided with a multiplicity of openings 74 extend 
ing from the muzzle, for a considerable'distance back 
therefrom, each of said openings presenting a surface 
75 on their forward side against which the gases i111 
pinge, so as to exert their motive force forward, that is, 
contrary to the movement of recoil. These surfaces 
75 are preferably formed at right angles to the bore of 
the barrel, and that portion of the openings opposite’ 
the surfaces 75 is beveled inward and rearward, as at 
76, Fig. 12, so that as the gases rush forward they will 
impinge upon the surfaces 75 with a more direct for 
ward propelling motive force. Those openings 74 may 
be of any desired form in cross section. I have shown 
them of both circular and rectangular form, and prefer 
ably they increase in size as they are nearer to the muz 
zle end of the barrel, thecircular openings increasing 
in diameter and the rectangular ones increasing in 
length until they become oblong slots. I prefer also 
to arrange the openings spirally around the barrel, 
following the twist of the ri?ing. 
As the gases of discharge ?ow through the opening 

74 they act as a motive ?uid against the surfaces 75, 
the result being that of a motor pulling forward, and 
hence tending to counteract the recoil due to the re 
action of the gases between the gun and the projectile. 
These openings 74 not only act as motor channels for 
the passage of the gases, but they‘ also serve as vents, 
whereby the gases escape in large quantities from the 
barrel before the projectile reaches the muzzle, there 
by greatly reducing the pressure of the column of gas 
‘that impinges upon the air after the projectile leaves 
the muzzle. The size and number of these openings 
is so regulated that the pressure of the gas column is 
reduced to a degree below that where it is capable of 
exerting any large amount of back pressure, and hence 
the recoil due to the reaction between the gas and the 
atmosphere after the projectile leaves the muzzle is 
nearly or entirely obviated. ' 

Just to the rear of that portion of the barrel having 
the perforations 74 is a band 77 surrounding the barrel, 
and gas openings are formed from the barrel into an an 
nular chamber in the band (shown in dotted lines in 
Fig. 11) which chamber communicates with the cylin 
der 78 within which a piston 79 reciprocates, said pis 
ton being connected to the drive rod 9 and serving to 
operate the breech mechanism and cartridge feed de 
vices, as hereinbefore described. The forward end 
of cylinder 78 is closed byia screw-plug 80 having lon 
gitudinal channels 81 cut therein, which channels ter 
minate against a ?ange 82 on the cap, so that, when the 
cap is partly unscrewed, the channels permit the gas 
to escape and impinge upon the ?ange. 
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From the foregoing, it will beseen that I not only 
utilize the gases as a motive ?uid for operating the 
gun, but that I also cause the gases to act as a motive 
?uid against surfaces where they exert a force directly 
against the‘recoil, and at the same time reduce the‘ 
gag pigssure within the gun and thereby eliminate or 
greatly reduce the recoil due to this cause. 
‘Having thus described my invention, I claim:——— 
1. The combination of a reciprocatory and rotary breech 

block, an oscillating cartridge-feed lever, and a discharge 
actuated slidebperatively engaging said block and a cam 
groove on a slide engaging said lever. 

2. The combination of a reciprocatory and rotary breech 
block, an oscillating cartridge-feed 
actuated slide operatively connected to said block and to 
said lever by pin and cam slot connections. 

3. The combinaton of a reciprocatory and rotary breech" 
block, an oscillating cartridge-feed lever,. and a slide actu 
ated by the gases of discharge the block having a cam slot 
engaged by said slide and the slide having a cam groove 
engaged by said lever. ‘ i ' 
'4. The combination of a receiver, a reciprocating breech 

block, and a cartridge-receiving chamber or magazine, with 
a reciprocating slide having a cam slot, an oscillating 
shaft having a lever arm engaging said slot and a feed 
arm on the shaft engaging the artridges to feed them 
from the magazine into the recei er. ‘ . ~ 

5. The combination of areceiver, a cartridge-receiving 
chamber or magazine, a vertically oscillating table. or 
lever receiving the bottom cartridge from said magazine, a 
cartridge-feed lever having a cum engagement with'said 
table, and a reciprocating slide having a cam engagement 
with said feed lever. 

6. The combination of a receiver, a magazine, a recipro 
c‘atory and rotary breech block, a cartridge-receiving lever 
or table under said magazine, and a cartridge-feed lever 
having cam engagement with said table, with a gas-actu 
ated slide having cam engagement with said block and said 

feed‘lever. ’ 
7. The combination of a' receiver, a breech block, an 

oscillating cartridge-feed lever, a gas-actuated slide hav~ 
ing cam engagement with said block and lever, and a 
manually operable reciprocating handle adapted to 0p 
eratively ‘engage said slide. 

8. The combination of a receiver, a‘ breech block, an 
oscillating cartridge-feed lever, a gas actuated slide hav 
ing cam engagement with said block and lever, and a re 
clproc'ating handle having a shoulder adapted to engage a 
part on the said slide. ' Y. 

9. The combination of a receiver, a breech block, an 
oscillating cartridge-feed lever, a slide actuated rearward 
by the gases. of discharge, a spring driving said slide for- ' 
ward, and a reciprocatory handle having a shoulder or 
part in front of and adapted to'engage a shoulder or part ‘ 
on said slide-when the handle is reciprocated. 

10. in a gun, the combination of a reciprocatory and 
vrotary breech block, a slide directly engaging said block to 
operate it both for the opening and closing movements, and 

engaging said shoulders, 
.a spring yieldingly supporting said pivot-bearing. 

lever, and a discharge, 

seems 

a bu?fer spring carried by the block and interposed between 
said slide andblock. - 

11. In a gun, the combination of a reciprocatory and 
rotary breech block, a gassactuated slide directly engaging 
the block for operating it in its opening and closing 
.movements, and a buffer spring carried by theblock and 
interposed between said slide and block. 

12. The combination of a breech-block-operating, recip 
rocating slide having sear notches or shoulders formed 
thereon, a sear engaging said shoulder, and a yielding 
pivot-bearing for said sear. - 

13. The combination of a breech-block-operating recip 
rocating slide, having sear notches or shoulders, a sear 

a pivot-bearing for said sear, and 

1/4. The combination of a breech-blockoperating recip 
rocating slide having sear notches or shoulders, and a 
yleldingly mounted sear engaging said shoulders. I 

15. The combination of a breech-block-operating slide 
having a plurality of sear notches or shoulders, a yield 
ingly mounted sear engaging said shoulders, a trigger en 
gaging said sear to trip it from the notches, and means 
throwing the trigger off the seat after said sear is tripped 
from a sear shoulder in the slide, whereby ‘the sear is 
freed to rise and engages. succeeding sear shoulder or 

notch on the slide. - \ _ 

16. The combination of a gun-frame having a sleeve pro 
vided .with an interiorly projecting shoulder, a receiver 
?tting in said sleeve'and having an exteriorly projecting 
shoulder engaging the interior shoulder on the sleeve, ‘and 
means drawing and retaining the shoulders closely abut~ 

ting each other. 
17. The combination of a gun-frame having a sleeve, 

provided with W n interiorly projecting shoulder, a receiver 
entering said seeve and having an exteriorly projecting 
shoulder, and a screw acting 'to draw the shoulders closely 
together. I 

18. The combination ot'a gun-frame having a sleeve pro 
vided with a shoulder, a receiver inserted into said sleeve 
and having a shoulder abutting the shoulder on the frame, 
and a screw cap engaging the projecting end of the re 
ceiver and bearing against the frame. 

19. The combination of a gun-frame and a receiver hav 
ing‘abutting shoulders, and a screw cap engaging one of 
said parts and reacting against the other, whereby the 
gun-framewmd receiver are secured together. 

20. The combination ‘of a gun-frame, a receiver em 
braced by a sleeve on the frame, and a key and slot con- ' 
nection to prevent the receiver from turning in the.frame. 

21. The combination ot a gun-frame, a receiver em 
braced hy a sleeve on the frame, said receiver and sleeve 
having abutting shoulders, a screw cap engaging one of 
said parts and reacting against the other part, and a key 
and slot connection between the parts. ' 

In testimony whereof I have signed this speci?cation in 
the 'presenceof two subscribing witnesses. . , 

SAMUEL N. MCCLEAN. 

Witnesses: , I 

S. T. CAMEBON,_ 
Gus'm'vn R. THOMPSON. 
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